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Barnes Foundation  
Pre-K–12 Teaching Philosophy
Looking closely, listening openly, sharing observations—a pre-K–12 lesson with the Barnes 
Foundation encourages students to have a curious, creative voice. Learn more about our 
teaching philosophy. 

Teaching Philosophy
School programming for pre-K–12 students and teachers is intended to build visual literacy 
skills through activities that align with curricular goals and encourage students to be creative 
lifelong learners. Since its inception in 1922, the Barnes Foundation has been dedicated to 
the idea that art is transformative and should be accessible to all. Our founder, Dr. Albert C. 
Barnes, was inspired by John Dewey’s theories of experiential learning, or learning by doing. 
Dr. Barnes created his own educational method that asks students to look closely at the use 
of color, line, light, and space in art. To facilitate this method, he organized the artworks in 
his collection into unique displays he called “ensembles.” His ensembles bring together works 
from different cultures, time periods, and media without curatorial labels telling viewers what 
to think. Today, we carry on his teaching tradition. We believe that looking closely at and 
learning about art improves observation and critical-thinking skills—allowing students to be 
more successful in school and beyond. 

School programming at the Barnes Foundation is grounded in the Barnes educational method 
and incorporates additional strategies such as inquiry-based learning, Universal Design for 
Learning, anti-racist teaching methods, and trauma-aware practices. All our programs use 
open-ended questions to encourage students to share what they see in artwork and bring 
their personal experiences to discussions of art. 

OUR PROGRAMS HAVE THE FOLLOWING GOALS:
• To help students and teachers of all backgrounds feel comfortable and confident in a 

museum setting.

• To give students and teachers the basic tools for “reading” works of art and for thinking 
critically about the image-saturated world around them.

• To help students and teachers of all backgrounds find relevance in art.

• To support students’ academic growth by aligning lessons with curricular standards and 
modeling arts integration.
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Close Looking at Art Is an Arts-Integrated Approach
The Barnes Foundation’s pre-K–12 programs improve students’ literacy skills by aligning with their 
curricular goals to identify and read written text and understand the meaning of words. Through 
our close-looking exercises, students learn to make inferences based on what they see and back up 
those claims with evidence they find in artworks—essentially “reading” a work of art like text. 

Our team uses a variety of teaching strategies to further integrate our lessons into other content 
areas, such as math, science, and social studies. These lessons ask students to use art as a real-
world context to solve problems and think critically. Thinking about an artwork as a scientific 
experiment, a math problem, or a primary resource about a culture other than their own helps 
students to become more interested in learning. These skills make learning personally relevant and 
are essential to communication in an image-saturated world. 

Inclusive Teaching Strategies
The teaching team at the Barnes Foundation uses visual aids in multiple languages and touch 
objects for tactile learners to encourage students with a variety of backgrounds and learning abil-
ities to participate. With these and other Universal Design for Learning techniques, students have 
multiple means and modes of communication to respond within our programs.

The teaching team feels a great responsibility to consider how our institution can contribute to 
dismantling inequities in our communities. Discussing art is a great opportunity to share missing 
historical narratives and talk about power and privilege in our society. The following Barnes 
Foundation Anti-Racist Teaching Values and Tenets create these inclusive opportunities:

Joy—I agree that I enjoy teaching all students. 
Tenet: I will approach all teaching opportunities with joy and an open mind, assuming that all 
students are capable of meaningful, personal interactions with art.

Equity—I agree that every student should have the opportunity to learn. 
Tenet: I will not perpetuate stereotypes about students or assume behavior and capabilities based 
on background or appearance and treat students differently as a result.

Respect—I agree that all our students are equal to me.  
Tenet: I will share power and authority, actively listen, and learn from my students.

Inclusivity—I agree that students’ experiences are of greater value than the art in  
our collection.  
Tenet: I will value students’ individual voices and perspectives and respect the wealth of knowledge 
they bring.
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Anti-Racism—I agree that teaching should be anti-racist.  
Tenet: I will challenge and dismantle racism in my teaching and actively address and counter 
assumptions based on biases. I will avoid making assumptions about students based on their 
ethnicity, sexual identity, or age. I will acknowledge that every person can have implicit biases 
and those biases can negatively impact student learning. I recognize that the Barnes Foundation 
represents a highly regarded cultural institution, yet not all ethnic, gender, and other identities  
are represented in the collection. I will, therefore, design my activities to encourage students  
who don’t see themselves represented in the collection to find relevance.

Opportunity—I agree that every interaction is an opportunity. 
Tenet: I will listen actively and make space to talk about issues personally meaningful to students 
that may include issues of race, equity, and inequity.

Accountability—I agree that I am accountable.  
Tenet: I will actively and consistently reflect on my teaching to ensure that the learning opportuni-
ties demonstrate our core values and strive to improve my teaching when it does not incorporate 
these values. 
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